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English 

1- Write some literary devices used in the lesson “Lost Spring” along 

with their definitions. 

2- Write about the author of the lesson “Lost Spring” ‘Anees Jung’ 

and her achievements. 

3- The beauty of the glass bangles of Firozabad contrasts with the 

misery of people who produce them. 

This paradox is also found in some other situations. 

Look around and find examples of such paradoxes. 

Write a paragraph of about 200-250 words on any one of them. 
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P.E. 

1. Daily in morning session doing Surya namaskar. 

2. Prepare Any 15 Asans. 

3. Daily Physical Exercises & Stretching Exercises 

4. Oxygen Inhale & Exhale exercise regularly in morning & evening     

with mouth & nose.  

5. General knowledge about health education 

6. Sit-ups in 3 mintue. 

7. Standing broad jump.  

8.  Flexed arm hang exercises( For Girls)  

9.  20-25 minutes’ walk and run. 

10. Pull ups (For Boys) . 

11. Knowledge & play about any two games ( volleyball, football , 

handball , hockey , baseketball , gymnastics , kabaddi , kho - kho)  

Refer the Google Classroom for the same – tqiesyr 

 

Important Note: Following You tube links can be used to keep yourself 

healthy by doing yoga with your family members (Share and Subscribe the 

School You tube Channel) 

 

https://youtu.be/J5fo3q0Tbos - For Every Monday 

 

https://youtu.be/UOFf1n3LI04 - For Every Tuesday 

 

https://youtu.be/2wjY_UGSUGg - For Every Wednesday 

 

https://youtu.be/fE0sASkTctg - For Every Thursday 

 

https://youtu.be/J5fo3q0Tbos
https://youtu.be/UOFf1n3LI04
https://youtu.be/2wjY_UGSUGg
https://youtu.be/fE0sASkTctg


https://youtu.be/rO1-UvW8Fuc - For Every Friday 

 

https://youtu.be/rO1-UvW8Fuc - For Every Saturday 

 

 

Share the Videos and Photographs of yours while performing Yoga- we 

will post it in our Social Media Platforms 
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Accountancy 

. Define Partnership.  

2. What is a Partnership Deed?  

3. Discuss the main provisions of the Indian Partnership Act, 1932 that 

are relevant to partnership accounts if there is no partnership deed.  

4. Explain profit and loss appropriation account.  

5. Differentiate between fixed capital account and fluctuating capital 

account method.  

6. With example what is the meaning of goodwill. Explain with example.  

7. Write a short note: a). Capital account b). Current account.  

8. What is sacrificing ratio? Why is it calculated?  

9. Explain various methods of valuation of goodwill.  

10. Explain weighted average profit method with example. 
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BST 

1.What is meant by management 

2.Management provides Judgement and Vision. Explain? 

3.What is the feature of principle of management? 

4.Differentiate between principles and techniques. 

5.Explain the principle of unity and direction 

6.What do you mean by mental revolution? 

7.Explain what is business environment. 

8.Write a short note on         (a) Social Environment 

                                  (b) Political Environment 

9.What is legal environment? 

10.What is the importance of principle of management.  
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ECONOMICS 

 

1. What is Export? 

2. Differentiate between micro economics and macro economics (any 

5 points) 

3. What is entrepreneurship? 

4. Write a short note: a). Personal income b). private income 

5. Define real GNP. 

6. What is real flow? 

7. What is centrally planned economy? 

8. How does money acts as medium of exchange? 

9. what do you understand by demand deposit? 

10. Give the meaning of capital goods. 

 

6 Mathematics 1.Prepare mind map of the given topic as instructed- 

 

*MATRICES 

*DETERMINANTS 

*INVERSE TRIGNOMETRIC FUNCTIONS 

*RELATIONS AND FUNCTIONS 

WHERE TO DO: In A3 Size Sheet 

https://youtu.be/rO1-UvW8Fuc
https://youtu.be/rO1-UvW8Fuc


PARAMETERS: Presentation, Neatness and Content. 

 

2.Each student is to make a Power Point Presentation (Min.5 slides) on 

any TWO of the following topics:  

1. Use of Mathematics in daily life 

2. Use of Trigonometry in daily life 

3. History of  

4. Fibonacci numbers 

5. Exploring Pascal’s triangle 

 

 

 

 

NOTE:  

 

 Please complete the copy work for the portion completed form 8th April to 30th April in 

all the subjects 

 

 


